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Enchanting is one of the most important parts of minecraft game mechanics. This is one of the most accessible ways to improve your own stats in the game without modifying code or cheating. Knowing the right enchantness for the right gear is a great way to gain an edge in PvP and
maximize your chances of survival in survival mode. Before enchanting your equipment... There are two ways to charm your armor and tools in Minecraft. The first is to use the enchanting table and rafiz lazully. This method is simple, but it has the lowest effect because the enchanting level
is generally low. Another way to fascinate objects is to use an anhru and enchanted books. This method is more preferred because players can choose the best magic for their equipment. This method also allows players to save certain magic points before applying them to specific gears or
tools. Players are more likely to get better magic this way. After enchanting the book through the enchanting table, the enchanted book is used to fuse its effects through an anoru. The disadvantage of this method is the increased cost of fascination. It also makes the equipment less repair-
able. If you're curious about minecraft's best armor magic, here are 10 must-have items for your gear. Best enchantness for your armor set 10. If you wear armor equipped with thorny enchanting, nearby enemy mobs will take damage if the player is attacked. This effect is also effective for
apprenticeships such as arrows and gas bombs. This feature allows you to organize your zombie hordes faster. However, this enchanting is a double-edged sword because the armor's durability drains faster. Before the effect begins, the player must take damage from other players or
hostile mobs. Visibility can reach level III and more can be recommended in PvP instead of survival mode. 9. Breathing provides a longer breathing period when the player is submerged in water. Enchant provides 15 seconds as an addition before the bubble meter is depleted. Breathing
also improves the visibility of the underwater and slows down the player's drowning damage. If you're trying to unearth underwater resources, this enchanting can help you a lot. The highest level for breathing III. 8. Aqua Affinity Aqua Affinity is another helmet enchanting that allows players
to mine blocks underwater at normal speeds. In general, underwater mining is five times slower than mining land. This disadvantage is eliminated by aqua preferences. You can put this spell on your helmet or you can get effects without magic by crafting a helmet from the item drop-in radi
se in Baby Turtle. 7. Feather falling feathers falling is a enchantness that applies only to boots. Using feathers and gears, fall damage Players are reduced to two hearts per grant level without affecting the drop rate. This enchanting is very useful for reducing the damage taken by players
teleporting using ender pearls. The maximum level of falling feathers is IV and is very useful when working in extreme hills or Badlands Bime, where the landscape is steep. 6. Explosion-proof explosion protection can be applied to all armor gears in the game, but it can not be used with fire
protection and projectile protection. This spell reduces damage to TN and Creeper. It has a maximum level IV and it is very useful to use PvP. Damage reduction is calculated as 8 times the current level. This enchanting also protects players from knockbacks at the current level of 15 x. We
want to use this magic when working in the Seder by reducing the damage of ecstatic fireballs. 5. The naturalization resistance discharge is one of the most useful armor magic in the game. It protects players from lava and fire damage, which is very helpful to explore the net and overworld.
The maximum level of resistance to resistance is IV. Cannot be combined with protection, feather drop, projectile protection, and explosion protection. If you're battling blazes, you're going to want to get resistance armor because you can accidentally ignite them in attack. 4. Projectile
protection is a must-have enchanting to fight pilargers and yilgers. The maximum level is IV, which reduces the damage of projectiles (arrow attacks, hashes, and blazes) to a magic level of 8% x. Projectile protection is also useful when fighting ender dragons because it reduces the damage
caused by dragon attacks. This enchanting is recommended for PvP and almost every major boss in the game. 3. Protection Protection Magic is one of the most useful defensive magic. It increases the basic overall defense of your armor and provides an overall damage reduction of 4 x
magic level. In Protection IV, this enchanting provides a 16% damage reduction. Protection cannot be combined with other armor enchantings that provide damage reduction for certain effects (e.g. Explosion and Fire Protection). 2. Breaking the destruction can be applied to almost any item
in the game such as armor, weapons and tools. Prevents players from during the use of items that are less durable. For armor, this means reduced durability at a reduction of 20% to 30% (Level III). 1. Mending mending is considered the most important spell in the game. This enchanting
can be applied to armor, shields, tools, and weapons. It is about restoring the durability of items with experience spheres. This prevents items from being depreciation. Continue to receive experiences. When repairs are used, damaged items can be repaired immediately. Mending is
incompatible with infinite. Minecraft Helmet EnchanteryHelmetHelmet is an important armor for players in the game, protecting and protecting against damage and targeted attacks. Depending on the type of material used in the helmet, multiple defensive points are added to the defense
point. There are seven types of helmets: leather caps, iron helmets, gold helmets, chainmail helmets, diamond helmets, netelite helmets, and the famous tortoiseshell. You can craft each helmet by using the materials you need for the crafting table or by upgrading your helmet to a better
one. Overwatch Helmet's Helmet Enchant can also spell, enhance, and add powerful health effects that can be used in many situations. Using the enchanted books and an anhrus acquired, players can enchant their helmets with useful effects such as aqua affinity (which provides additional
underwater breathing time) or fire protection (which helps protect against fire damage and fire elemental attacks). Here's a list of all the enchantments that can be placed on helmet armor: Fire ProtectionProtect Blast Protection (an all-round enchantment that protects against general, fire,
projectiles and explosions)unbreakingRespirationAqua AffinityThornsCurse's bindingsThe curse of the germanism you can use the required level and grant book, you can read the helmet seductively with any desired effect. Better quality helmets have higher enchanting abilities and will
result in more powerful armor pieces. Minecraft's enchanted helmets can also be repaired without losing their magic using materials made by an anhru and helmets. You can also combine two or more enchanted pieces of armor and get more powerful gear with added durability and defense.
Be smart with how to charm your helmet and be careful to keep your equipment sturdy and ready at all time, do you want to get a little more out of your pickaxe this ad? Tired of cutting down trees and taking forever? Our best Minecraft magic guide will tell you the best magic to get all your
tools! Whether you're looking to power your bow or my power like a maniac dwarf, we've got you covered! Before you can be fascinated by anything, you'll need to get a fascinating table, some books, some lapis lazilli, a boatload of experiences. Read our Minecraft XP Quick 1.14 Guide and
learn the fastest and easiest way to level up! Keep in mind that all these enchanting is for diamond-level equipment - don't waste your magic on iron (or do not do goodness, stone) tools! Best Minecraft Magic Guide | Best weapons and tools The importance of manoely is a bunch of different
magic for every item in the game. One of the most important things is definitely mending - you can automatically recover items when you choose XP while holding it. This is the easiest to find in a librarian in town, so keep track of one and make sure he's safe! Repairs do not require
replacing the tool as long as there is a constant income of experience. It is easily the most valuable enchantness in the game. Why is repair so important? When durability is reduced, two tools can be combined in an anhru or repaired using basic materials (such as a single bar of iron, one
diamond, etc.). Each continuous repair becomes more expensive and eventually the item can not be recovered. Repair solves this problem. There's one important note to repair the best Minecraft enchanting guide - it's tapped and it doesn't work well if you're wearing enchanted armor. I
advise against fascinating armor with completely mending. You still don't have to create new weapons, save diamonds and save you a lot of microman care. If you want to repair the tool with repairs, pick up the experience in hand. This is a little hard for things like shovels and axes so you
have to switch to them after dropping XP beads, but you can still do it very much (especially the entire XP farm of animals!). Unbreakable III꽤 everything on this list will have Unbreakable III. This greatly extends the life of your equipment and provides a good buffer before you have to return
to the XP farm, kill mobs, or kill mine ore for repairs. Think of it as standard as mending! Probate Destruction IIIIMendingSharpness VSweeping Edge IIISharpness V and Sweeping Edge III will greatly increase damage. You can make a professional knife with arthriage or Smite vanes that
will do more damage to certain enemies, but I've found the general clarity to be much more useful. BowUnbreaking IIIMendingPower VFlamePower V increases damage as high as possible, and flames set enemies on fire to deal more damage. Infinity is a good choice for saving arrows, but
you can't have infinity and repairs on your bow at the same time without cheating. If you are playing honestly, mending is obviously an excellent choice - arrows are much cheaper to get than diamonds! Crossbow Unbreaking IIIMending Fast Charging III Piercing IV or Multi Shotsbow is new
to Minecraft; It fires further and can cause more damage, but it takes a long time to reload. Fast Charge III allows you to reload faster. Multishots for Piercing IV or Fourth Magic can be used mutually and mutually and mutually. Piercings will pass through one extra enemy for every level and
turn it into a kind of rail gun. Multishot fires three arrows instead. Effectively create shotguns. I like multi-shot more, but two choices are valid! Pickaxe III MendingEffiency VFortune III or Silk Touch Mending on a pickaxe can recover pickaxes by mining ores such as coal and diamonds!
Efficiency V will speed up your mine and Fortune III will get more coal, diamonds and more from every block! Alternatively, you can replace Fortune III with Silk Touch to get ore blocks and other items without breaking them. ShovelUnbreaking III MendingEficency IV-Efficiency V (optional) If
you are playing a Fortune III game delay or online, you may just want Efficiency IV to generate ghost blocks and avoid delay errors that make it difficult to move; By default, efficiency V digs blocks too fast and the server and/or game clients can't keep up. Fortune III is a good option for
gravel, a professional scenario. In Fortune III, you will always get Flint off the gravel. AxeUnbreaking IIIMendingEffiency V (optional) Fortune III Efficiency V can cut trees and trees much faster! Optionally, Fortune III can get you more fruits and seedlings from the leaves if you really need
them, but this is a very situational choice. Sea III's Fishing Rod Unbreaking III MendingLuck Sea III Fishing and Ruer III will reduce your chances of getting junk while you can catch fish and loot faster. Hoe, Flint &amp; Stills, scissors, and shields it's really worth enchanting some of the
above items in my opinion. Save magic and experience for more important tools! Best Minecraft Magic Guide | I find more general protection than fire protection, projectile projection, or explosive protection: the best armor enchantery notes on protection against the best Minecraft magic.
You may want a professional option anyway, but I can find a much more diverse generic version to save your life. As mentioned above in the Weapons and Tools section, don't mend in your armor! Helmet Unbreaking III Protection VAqua Preference REINRATION IIIAqua Preference allows
you to breathe for a total of 45 seconds longer with faster underwater and breathing III - perfect for digging scabs in the ocean! Chest Edition Breaking III Protection V (optional) Thorn III option, Thorn III will do some damage to enemies that attack you! Unfortunately, it also increases the
damage done to your armor and shortens its lifespan. Keep that in mind when making decisions! Like the Leggings Unbreaking III Protective V (Optional) Thorn III Breastboard, Thorn III can damage enemies who have been enemies that have been enemies that have been enemies that
have been waiting for you at the expense of more durability. BootsUnbreaking III Protection VDepth Strider IIIFeder Falling IVDepth Strider III moves faster underwater, while feather-dropping IV can significantly reduce drop damage (including ender pearl instant shift). Don't bother Walker;
It's a novelty and a deep strider. ElytraUnbreaking III (optional) and mutually all-time is the only armor item in our best Minecraft magic guide that Elira (wings) is a pain in the ass and so I recommend mending. Mending bugs can prevent you from repairing tools while wearing wings, but it is
worth having trouble mounting and mounting things because they are so rare. Item.
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